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‐Reform requires a projection of how changes in strategy, policy, or procedure will alter the
way that policing is done and how police and community relate to one another.
‐This reform effort is most likely to succeed when it is based on an accurate understanding
of the nature and dynamics of police work including: how policing is performed in
individual incidents, how it is performed when police engage in community policing and
how police leaders relate to the community and community leaders. AND
‐when reform is based on scientific evidence on the impacts of police strategies and
programs.
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PJ is thought to consist of four elements:
Voice, or participation: people believe that they should be given an opportunity to tell their
side of a story, explain their situation, and communicate their views
Quality of interpersonal treatment: people believe that they should be treated with dignity
and respect
Trustworthy motives: people believe that authorities should care about their well‐being
and consider their needs and concerns
Neutrality: people believe that decisions should be made evenhandedly and with proper
consideration of objective facts, and they draw inferences about that when authorities
explain their decisions and justify and account for their actions
This line of research holds that PJ is instrumental in strengthening public trust and
confidence in the police and, through that, a sense of duty or obligation to obey the law –
i.e., police legitimacy.
The stock of public trust can be built through PJ, but it can also be depleted through
procedural injustice
We believe it is useful to think about procedural justice in police‐community engagement
at three levels:
‐on the street level, as officers interact with citizens with whom they have contact, e.g.,
providing assistance, taking accident reports, investigating crimes
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‐at the neighborhood level, as police engage with neighborhood associations and other
community organizations, addressing neighborhood concerns and solving neighborhood
problems
‐at the leadership level, as police executives engage with formal and informal community
leaders
We’ll address each of these levels as points of entry for reform
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For contact surveys, we sample from police records and follow up with people who had
police contact to inquire about their judgments about how police performed in that
incident – how they were treated, and how well police handled the situation.
‐sometimes contact surveys focus on only one type of contact (such as only calls for police
service)
‐in most of our contact surveys, we’ve sampled from multiple types of contacts, including
calls for service, stops, and arrests and that allows us to get a more full range of
perspectives.
‐Surveys are useful to measure perceptions, but perceptions can be inaccurate
‐we also wanted to measure PJ in the form of officers’ actions, independently of the people
who were involved in the incidents
‐for that we have to rely on direct and systematic observation – SSO
‐there’s a long tradition of research based on observation of police at work. first such study
done in 1966, in Boston, Chicago, and Washington followed by several large‐scale studies in
70s, 90s, and many smaller‐scale studies.
‐the observations of the police at work is systematic in the sense that data on police officer
and citizen behaviors, are collected according to a structured protocol that directs
observers to specific features of the interaction
‐protocol includes specific definitions and questions along with a set of response options to
structure the observations and to ensure as much as possible that there is consistency in
how different observers code the data
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‐observers are hired and trained in the protocol
‐normally, the observers are placed in patrol cars with officers working sampled beats during
sampled shifts
‐observers take brief notes
‐later answer the questions in the protocol
‐more recently, we have taken advantage of technology and have conducted what we call
“armchair” observations. Our observers view recordings, from in‐car cameras in Sch’y several
years ago and body‐worn cameras in Albany more recently.
Observers follow the same kind of protocol but it is applied after the fact.
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At the street level, one line of thinking about reform holds that by following the principles
of procedural justice – allowing citizens voice, treating them with dignity and respect, and
so forth – officers can build trust and confidence among the members of the public with
whom they individually interact
– they can in that way “create” legitimacy
This calls for police departments to take steps to encourage such procedurally just policing,
through training, executive exhortation, and other managerial controls
‐also by following principles of PJ internally, in their treatment of officers, on the
assumption that it will foster a commitment to PJ, which Sarah will discuss a little later
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Tell you about some findings from Schenectady, which offer insights into how PJ at the
street level looks and how the PJ of officers’ actions relates to the PJ that citizens
experience
Our project began in 2011. We sampled police‐citizen contacts twice a month from among
calls for service, arrests, and field interviews (mostly stops), completing 100 interviews per
month over 18 months. From the survey responses we formed a measure of citizens’
judgments about procedural justice
We also conducted observations of a subset of the 1800 incidents for which we had already
completed surveys – 411 in all, including arrests, calls for service, and field interviews
We’d note that this project was completed prior to any PJ training in SPD
‐as Chief Clifford mentioned last week, SPD has conducted PJ training since 2018
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The contact survey included a number of items – all established by previous research as
accepted indicators of PJ – that together formed a single scale of the citizens’ subjective
judgments about procedural justice.
‐these are the items – first 5 were statements with which respondents could agree or
disagree, with varying intensity: e.g., agree strongly or somewhat, or disagree strongly or
somewhat
‐next 2 were yes or no questions
‐last 2 were questions that allowed for 1 of 4 answers: e.g., very unfair, somewhat fair, …
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For each respondent we added together values assigned to the responses to form a scale
or index of subjective PJ – that is, PJ as it was judged by the respondent
We cut the scale into four equal segments, from the most unfavorable to the most
favorable, and across all 1800 interviews in Sch’y, we found fairly high levels of subjective
procedural justice.
‐nearly two‐thirds rated PJ in the highest range
‐nearly 80% rated PJ as positive
‐about one‐fifth rated the PJ that they experienced, overall, unfavorably
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Research on this subject stresses that people are more concerned about the fairness of the
process than they are about outcomes
‐that they can be satisfied with their interaction with an authority even if the outcomes for
them are not in their favor, so long as they see the procedures as fair
‐outcomes may not be determinative, but they are not irrelevant
Partly as a result, citizens’ perceptions varied some with the nature of their contact with
police, as you might expect
‐even so, more than half of those who were arrested rated PJ favorably
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To measure the PJ of officers’ actions, we formed an observation protocol that built on
previously developed protocols and added items to better ensure that we could capture
the 4 elements of PJ
‐as previous observational research has, we trained observers to code specific features of
police‐citizen interactions according to the protocol
‐we obtained from SPD audio and video recordings of sampled incidents
‐our observers applied the protocol to what they saw and heard, coding 411 police‐citizen
encounters, each of which was coded independently by 2 observers
We mapped the actions of officers, as observers coded them, onto the 4 dimensions of
procedural justice: voice or representation; quality of interpersonal treatment; trustworthy
motives; and neutrality.
We allowed for procedurally just actions and for procedurally unjust actions separately,
since previous research indicates that injustice has a greater effect on citizens’ subjective
experience than justice does.
This and the next 3 slides show examples of the items that observers coded, and how we
mapped them onto the dimensions of PJ
‐scroll through these slides as I discuss them …
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‐we counted as procedurally just behavior when, for example, officers paid attention to what
citizens had to say, used polite terms in addressing the citizen, explained their actions, or
provided information or comfort to citizens.
We counted as procedurally unjust behavior when officers interrupted citizens, used
derogatory language toward citizens, or ignored or refused citizens’ requests without
explanation, for example.
…
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We added the scores on each dimension to form 2 overall scales of actions – procedurally
just and procedurally unjust – shown here (like the survey‐based measures of citizens’
judgments) in four categories of scores. Let us call them overt PJ.
We found moderate to high levels of overt procedural justice, and low levels of procedural
injustice.
PJ is surely the right way for officers to interact with the public and do their jobs whenever
they safely can do so
Whether street‐level PJ has the postulated effects on public trust was not a question on
which much evidence had accumulated
Our findings cast some doubt on that
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We analyzed citizens’ subjective procedural justice in terms of officers’ behavior and other
characteristics of the situations.
We found that, overall, the procedural justice with which officers behaved – “overt
procedural justice” – explained a small fraction of the variation in citizens’ judgments.
Differences in the procedural justice of officers’ behavior, from low to high among the bars
on the left of the chart, were associated with very small increments in citizens’ judgments;
differences in the procedural injustice of officers’ behavior, across the bars on the right of
the chart, had greater implications for citizens’ judgments, but injustice was very
infrequent.
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Surveys of citizens provide valid measures of citizens’ perceptions and judgments, and
perceptions are important, but they do not appear to be strongly related to officers’ overt
behavior
We knew from prior research that citizens’ evaluations of their encounters with police are
shaped by their prior attitudes – there is selective perception or confirmation bias in their
judgments
Our findings therefore should not come as a complete surprise
A couple of studies done after ours have likewise produced findings that cast doubt on the
potential for creating legitimacy through street‐level PJ
We shouldn’t count on street‐level PJ to produce desired improvements in trust and
legitimacy
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One demonstrably effective strategy for building trust, even among populations that have
historically tended to distrust police, is community policing
‐implemented properly, CP provides PJ at the level of neighborhoods
CP is a buzz phrase, and it means different things to different people
‐many police departments that have adopted what they call CP have adopted a faint
version of it
CP not a program, to be appended to a department alongside its other operations, but
rather a strategic innovation that calls for a reorientation of the police mission and
associated changes throughout the agency – the distribution of authority through the chain
of command, and practices of recruitment, training, and supervision
Three major elements: decentralization, community engagement, problem‐solving
It is labor‐intensive, and so it is not inexpensive.
‐in its best form, it is not only a PD initiative but rather a city initiative
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‐mission reorientation means addressing community concerns/priorities
‐the previous police emphasis on more serious offenses, in what has been called the
reform era of policing, gives way to attending to a broader range of public safety issues,
particularly disorder and fear of crime
Research in the 1970s and 1980s showed that fear of crime is tied more closely to
disorder than to crime
Some disorders are physical in nature: abandoned buildings, vacant lots,
graffiti
Other kinds of disorder are social:, street drug dealing, public drinking,
panhandling
All of these disorders are conditions that residents experience day in and day out,
and they interpret them, we now know, as signs of crime
Under CP, police treat disorder – quality of life issues – as higher priorities, because they
are priorities for communities
‐moreover, CP goes beyond a focus on individual incidents, to which police can devise only
temporary solutions
‐POP is designed to address underlying problems of which individual incidents are merely
symptoms
Breadth of CP role renders police, as one scholar put it, “an agency of municipal
government housing a multitude of functions,” not merely a law enforcement agency
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(Goldstein: Policing a Free Society)
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‐worth considering POP a little further
‐in the conventional “incident‐driven” policing: police respond to and handle incidents one
by one
Burglaries, larcenies, vandalism
Disputes of many kinds, public disturbances, persons acting erratically all may require the
presence of police
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‐problem‐oriented policing does not replace but supplements handling individual incidents
‐police and the community scan to identify “problems” that multiple incidents represent,
and the conditions that contribute to or facilitate them
‐not “root causes” that police can’t change but contributing factors that police can alter
‐POP calls for analysis of the problems and then, on that basis, action to address the
conditions
‐responses could involve enforcement but also other kinds of interventions
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‐Gainesville example – exemplary
‐increase in convenience store robberies
‐> analysis: 96% of convenience stores robbed in previous 5 years
‐analyzed patterns of robbery events in incident report narratives
‐interviewed incarcerated convenience store robbers
‐found that 92% of convenience store robberies occurred with a single clerk on duty, and
interviews with robbers indicated that they considered a second clerk a deterrent
‐recommended that the city council adopt an ordinance requiring two clerks on duty at
night
‐the ordinance was passed, and in the next 6 months, convenience store robberies dropped
by 65%
‐POP applies not only to crime patterns but to other neighborhood problems as well,
including disorders
‐not every problem‐solving effort needs to be so extensive, and they need not involve
legislative action
‐may involve enforcement but often involve – in addition or instead – non‐enforcement
responses
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The best example of CP comes from Chicago, and CAPS, 1993‐2004
Initiated by the mayor, not the PD, and the mayor “owned” the initiative, in that he took
steps to ensure that other agencies coordinated with the PD to address community
concerns
Ensured a level of interagency cooperation that is not normal in many places
So when police heard that sanitation or public works needed to address an issue, it
got passed on and done
PD engaged with community in monthly “beat meetings” in the 250 or so police beats
Provided information and also heard community concerns
In Chicago as elsewhere, community concerns are not confined to serious crime
PD also effected – over a period of time – many other changes to support community
policing
A long‐term, comprehensive study of CAPS showed that it was largely successful
Quickly walk through some of the more important findings from that evaluation
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Physical disorder, as residents perceived it, decreased in both predominantly Black and
White neighborhoods
‐graffiti, abandoned cars, abandoned bldgs., trash and junk
‐all matters about which police heard in beat meetings
‐all addressed and resolved by other city agencies
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Social disorders down some – here, disruption around schools, groups of people loitering,
and public drinking
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As police and other agencies effectively address physical and social disorders – signs of
crime in residents’ minds – we would expect to see residents fear of crime decrease, and
the evaluation confirmed that also
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Finally, attitudes toward police improved – that is, police legitimacy increased, in African‐
American and White neighborhoods
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CP is PJ at neighborhood level
‐voice for community
‐accords respect to community priorities
‐reflects concern for community well‐being
Also effective insofar as multi‐faceted responses to identified problems are more successful
CP can work, when it is conceived and implemented properly
‐not easy, not quick, not inexpensive
‐and cannot rest on police alone, for other agencies have a part to play, as does the
community
CAPS was not nearly so successful in Hispanic beats, where cultural and language barriers
formed obstacles that were not overcome by 2004
CAPS was never formally discontinued, but it shriveled due to changing executive priorities
Now Chicago is mounting a new CP initiative, modeled after NYPD’s
CP requires on‐going administrative commitment and support

Requires community involvement
‐community has a part to play in coproducing community safety
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Note: for these purposes we define formal leader as people who have formal authority
over the police department by virtue of their official positions. Informal are community
leaders in their own right but do not have the formal authority over the PD
‐formal and informal community leaders are key players in the institutional environment of
the police. They can act as the bridge between the department and the general public and
the general public back to the department.
‐community leaders offer a credible voice on behalf of the department to share with the
broader community the efforts the department is engaged in to build trust and they can
also reinforce these efforts.
‐ formal and informal community leaders are a credible voice on behalf of the general
public and can provide insight to police leaders into community concerns, values and
priorities.
‐established relationships between police executives and formal and informal community
leaders are also “invaluable” in the wake of a critical incident.
‐ these leaders are, therefore, critical partners in the collaborative reform efforts.
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One goal of our work –and the one we will focus on tonight ‐ was to understand what
makes leaders feel that their local department and its leadership can be trusted.
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‐interviews with formal and informal leaders, we identified the primary forces that shape
their judgments about the department and its leadership.
‐The slide highlights the broad themes that emerged in descending order of frequency with
which we heard them
_Community engagement: ‐tied to PJ concept of voice ‐ the extent to which the
department creates or participates in opportunities to engage with community members is
a powerful force in shaping leaders’ views. including, for example, pop‐up BBQs and movie
nights, taking part in athletic leagues, offering civilian police academies, and attending and
participating in community meetings. Informal forms of engagement by all ranks of the
department such as taking time to stop and talk and listen to people out in the community
are also valued. interpret these formal and informal engagements as signaling genuine
attempts by the police to hear community concerns and to get to know the people they
serve. "humanizing" effect.
‐Accessibility ‐ ties to the PJ concept of voice. access captures community leaders having
interaction with higher ranking members of the PD, as needed, and not limited to
scheduled community engagement events or on the department’s own timetable. Local
examples of granting direct access to community leaders included: command staff who
shared their cell phone number, responded promptly and personally to emails, agreed to
informal meeting requests, and proactively called or emailed community leaders to get
input. Our research shows that this one‐on‐one more personal communication and
outreach by Chiefs and members of their command staff resonates very strongly with
community leaders. While it is a powerful force in shaping views, we have found that chiefs
willingness and or ability to engage in this style of leadership varies
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‐Transparency ‐ Chiefs whose operations and decision making are generally transparent are
more likely to be trusted. Police efforts to promote transparency could include, for example,
making crime data readily available and broken down at the neighborhood level,
documenting and sharing police activities that aim to improve quality of life, posting policies
and annual reports and hosting information sessions to explain programs and policies to the
community.
‐Formal policies and programs – Programs are interpreted as signaling the priorities and
orientation of the department’s leadership. Community leaders look at the extent to which
these priorities align with perceived needs and priorities of the community. Department
leaders should take deliberate steps to raise awareness about the programs and policies they
have in place (this speaks again to transparency). Where chiefs have established trusted
connections with informal and formal community leaders those leaders can share with the
larger community the positive steps the department is taking to establish and build a bank of
trust.
‐Relative to other PDs ‐ Community leaders also assess the legitimacy of their local PD by
comparing it with departments across the nation. In doing so, capital district PDs fared quite
well.
‐Orientation of rank and file ‐ The orientation of department leadership is not sufficient.
Community leaders attend to the alignment between command staff orientation and the
practices of the officers responsible for carrying out programs and policies.
‐Diversity of the department ‐ shapes community leaders’ views of legitimacy. Some
amount of legitimacy granted based on the extent to which leadership is seen as undertaking
genuine efforts to promote diversity (even if efforts not fully realized). Formal and informal
community leaders can help inform executives’ efforts to recruit, hire and retain a more
diverse workforce while simultaneously transmitting back to the broader community the
efforts being taken by the department.
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‐Examples of steps agencies have taken to strengthen internal PJ include, for example,
transparency in promotional opportunities and selections, fairness in disciplinary systems
and giving officers the opportunity to their views on important policies or practices.
‐Research tells us that there is a link between internal and external procedural justice.
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‐informal and formal community leaders’ trust and confidence turns on elements of PJ seen
in executive‐community leaders’ interactions
‐programmatic initiatives have at least some capacity to generate trust and confidence in
the police, even where there are reservations about the extent to which the front line
embraces those initiatives. Attention should be directed toward internal PJ to make it more
likely the rank and file will buy in to and support programmatic initiatives.
‐Community leaders also rely on feedback from community members to refine or at least
check the judgments they have formed.
‐Mutual trust among police and community leaders is a necessary component to effective
community‐police partnerships, and these partnerships must run two ways for lasting
significant change to be realized.
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Moving forward with reform efforts grounded in procedural justice we trust the
Schenectady collaborative will maintain a focus on police‐community engagement at three
levels:
‐on the street level
‐at the neighborhood level
‐and at the leadership level
‐This reform effort is most likely to succeed if it based on a well‐informed understanding of
procedural justice in the context of policing. As the research partner, we aim to contribute
to this reform effort by ensuring as much as possible that deliberations of the collaborative
and elected officials are consistent with and based on existing scientific evidence.
‐Police reform is only one among several steps that must be taken toward addressing many
problems facing communities today. Additional attention and resources need be directed
toward other pieces of the system that are connected to the criminal justice system – for
example, mental health, substance abuse, and education.
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